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Abstract

Electrochemical capacitors have received considerable interest as energy-storage solutions to many areas in engineering. To bridge the gap between experimental investigations of electrochemical capacitors and the mathematical modeling of these
devices, a first-principles modeling method named Frequency-Domain Admittance
Method (FDAM) was developed to analyze and quantitatively predict performance
characteristics of electrochemical capacitors. FDAM allows frequency-domain electrical data obtained through impedance spectroscopy to be used for quantitative
predictions of a device’s discharge characteristics, capacitance, specific energy, and
power. Electric double-layer capacitors (EDLCs) and pseudocapacitors were the two
types of electrochemical capacitors investigated in this work. Suitable models that
address device, macroscopic, and microscopic level description of each capacitor were
developed along with numerical methods that allow the implementation of FDAM.
Results have shown remarkable accuracy for different case studies of EDLCs but a
deviation in the pseudocapacitor single case study. Theoretical and numerical studies
on each derived model show the capability of FDAM in holistically observing the
effects of device architecture and microscopic charge-storage mechanism.
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Chapter

1

Background
Electrochemical capacitors are receiving considerable attention as energy storage devices that can meet the energy and power demands for electric vehicles, renewable
energy storage, smart grid, and energy harvesting technologies [2–5]. One example of
these capacitors is the electric double-layer capacitor or EDLC, which is a high-energy
storage device that utilizes high surface area carbon electrodes to store energy in the
form of electrostatic ionic charge at electrode/electrolyte interface [6–10]. Another
example is the pseudocapacitor, which relies upon fast reversible redox reactions for
charge-storage. More recently, hybrid Li-ion capacitors which are a combination of an
intercalating Li-ion battery electrode anode and a high-surface area carbon cathode
have also been studied. This particular arrangement allows such hybrid capacitors to
push their voltage window while keeping the high power density of a capacitor.
Transient electroanalytical techniques such as galvanostatic charge/discharge and
impedance spectroscopy are the key tools that are used to assess both a capacitor’s
materials characteristics and device performance. The device performance would be
intrinsically linked to not only the method of fabrication but also the electrochemical
phenomena that are present in each capacitor. In conjunction with those experimental techniques is the development of mathematical models that aim to connect the
complexity of porous electrode morphology and electrochemical action at the electrode/electrolyte interface. Different equations and modeling techniques would then
be required to describe the charge storage mechanism in each type of capacitor.
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Selected topics that are most pertinent to this work will now be reviewed and
covered. Special emphasis is made on advanced mathematical treatments of the
subjects:
1. Double Layer Interface Modeling
2. Pseudocapacitance Modeling
3. Anomalous Diffusion in Electrochemistry

1.1

Double Layer Interface Modeling

Figure 1.1: A simple illustration of the double layer interface at the anode. (1)
Inner Helmholtz plane (IHP), (2) Outer Helmholtz plane (OHP), and (3) Diffuse or
Gouy-Chapman layer. The layers (1) and (2) are collectively known as the compact
layer or Stern layer. Circles with arrows indicate polar solvents, (−) indicates anions,
and (+) indicates cations, some of which are inside their solvation shell.
Any charged surface will have what is known as a double layer, which is the chief
contributor of non-Faradaic phenomena in electrochemistry. Similar to a boundary
layer in mass transfer, a double layer is a small region in the vicinity of an electrode
surface in which the electrical behavior and concentration of ions differ from the bulk
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solution. Several models exist to explain double-layer phenomena which include, the
early Helmholtz [11], Gouy-Chapman, Stern [12], and Grahame [13] models. Regardless of the model, it is understood that a double layer is composed of a diffuse layer
(sometimes known as the Gouy-Chapman layer) and a compact layer (sometimes
known as the Stern layer, or Helmholtz layer depending on the model). Specific to
the Grahame model, the compact layer will then be further divided into the inner
Helmholtz plane (IHP), that contain specifically adsorbed ions, and outer Helmholtz
plane, which contains solvated ions that are attracted to the electrode due to charge
interactions. An illustration of the double layer may be found in Figure 1.1.
While it is argued that one model is better and more accurate than the other,
its application will vary widely depending upon the experimental technique that is
chosen. Some techniques may allow elucidation of the finer structure of the double
layer, while others cannot deconvolve the double layer contribution from the Faradaic
phenomena. Thus, many different mathematical variations exist, even among the
previously mentioned models, to exclude/include different non-Faradaic contributions
such as specific adsorption, diffuse layer, and compact layer.
Among all non-Faradaic phenomena related to the double layer structure, the
diffuse layer is one of the most intensively studied. The earliest treatment came by
directly modifying the Stern or Gouy-Chapman-Stern models to suit different electroanalytical techniques, with some analytical solutions in the form of hypergeometric
functions were given in cases where they are possible [14–19]. Only in the more
recent times that the studies of diffuse charge dynamics were revived, with several
key developments tying into applications in electrochemical capacitors [20]. The diffuse charge dynamics formalism was later extended to carbon porous electrodes and
ionic liquids [21–24]. The Poisson-Nernst-Planck (PNP) models and their variations,
which include anomalous diffusion effects, can also be thought as another type of diffuse charge dynamical models, although their usage is primarily used for analyzing the
impedance spectra of electrolytic cells both solid and liquid [25–30]. Another interesting development came by using the Debye-Falkenhagen equation to study impedance
spectra of partially blocking microscopically heterogeneous electrodes [31], macroscopically rough (anomalous diffusion) electrodes [32], and ionic liquids [33].
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1.2

Pseudocapacitance Modeling

Pseudocapacitors owe their name due to the presence of fast, reversible electrochemical reactions which exhibit more unconventional properties than the regular redox
reactions. While redox reactions found in batteries induce phase changes in the material and thus consuming the bulk of the electrode, pseudocapacitive reactions do
almost the exact opposite of these things. It is inherently composed of fast sequences
of adsorption and intercalation reactions, without any particular change or consumption in the material [34]. In fact, materials and surface characterization of known
pseudocapacitive materials show that most of the electrochemical action only occur
on the surface of the material (roughly a few nanometers), keeping the bulk material
intact from participating [35].
The consequence of having such reactions is that it almost mimic charge storage
mechanism of a double layer interface. In a double layer interface, a layer of electrostatically attracted ions is established, creating charge separation and inducing a
capacitive current. In pseudocapacitive reactions, the Faradaic charge-transfer drives
the adsorption onto an electrode surface or the intercalation into the bulk material
allowing a similarly capacitive current to pass through. The difference is that, while
the current induced from a double layer interface is purely physical or non-Faradaic,
the current induced from a pseudocapacitive reaction is still entirely Faradaic [36].
Some examples of pseudocapacitor materials include ruthenium oxide (RuO2 ) and
manganese oxide (MnO2 ) [36, 37]. Interestingly, the term pseudocapacitance is much
older than the term pseudocapacitor, mentioned as early as 1952 during which the
theory of Faradaic impedances (or admittances) is still being formulated [38]. Pseudocapacitance was also studied extensively by Conway in the context of hydrogen
evolution reactions [39–41, 41] or more generally on reactions with electrosorbed intermediates [42,43]. The fact that the term pseudocapacitance was established first in
this context will be important in following the developments of mathematical modeling of pseudocapacitance, and later, pseudocapacitors.
The topic of adsorption phenomena in electrochemical modeling is very rich.
One of the earliest treatment came with the Frumkin-Melik-Gaykazyan model which
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was applied to the studies of adsorption of neutral organic molecules on electrodes
[44]. Similar development also occur which assumed to have non-equilibrium adsorption/desorption instead [45, 46] and its extension to include Faradaic processes [47].
However, the most important theoretical investigation of adsorption phenomena came
during the studies of coupling phenomena between Faradaic (charge-transfer reactions) and non-Faradaic (double-layer interface) phenomena, as well as other phenomena such as diffusion. [48–53]. During this point in electrochemical modeling, it
was realized heavily that there are many ways in which coupling between different
phenomenological phenomena may occur.
With the introduction of a systems-theoretic approach on linear electrochemical
systems, the coupling between Faradaic and non-Faradaic processes can be understood in a more general sense [54–57]. The most common mechanism can be found
due to how strongly adsorbed species, governed by an arbitrary adsorption isotherm,
participate in a charge-transfer or Faradaic process as either reactant, product, or
both. This type of phenomena is most common in not only electrosorption but also
pseudocapacitive reactions. By properly introducing the mode of coupling, pseudocapacitance behavior can be introduced and this was taken advantage of in modeling
pseudocapacitors [36, 58, 59].

1.3

Anomalous Diffusion in Electrochemistry

It was briefly mentioned that many electrochemical characterization tools rely upon
probing the dynamics of the system. These can be done by various voltage or current inputs, and one of these inputs is an AC voltage/current, i.e. a sinusoidal wave
function. When performed in small amplitudes and at a certain range of frequencies, relaxation behavior of the system can be characterized and different relaxation
times associated with different electrochemical and physical phenomena can be individually identified. These phenomena include charge-transfer or Faradaic reactions,
diffusion, pseudocapacitance, double layer capacitance, adsorption, and much more.
This technique is known as electrochemical impedance spectroscopy (EIS) or simply
impedance spectroscopy (IS) [60]. A typical analysis of an impedance data is per-
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formed by using suitable equivalent circuit models, which is usually a combination of
resistors, capacitors, and special elements (Gerischer and Warburg, to name a few).
One of the most common features of an experimental impedance data is the deviation of phase angle from typical behavior. For instance, it is understood that for inert electrodes immersed in an aqueous electrolyte, the impedance behavior will mimic
very closely to an ideal capacitor (since only double layer phenomenon is present) with
a phase angle of 90o . However, most experimental data will feature phase angles < 90o
that cannot be attributed to experimental uncertainty or error. The so-called constant
phase element was thus made to mitigate the problem, which is an empirical circuit
element for regression analysis that has little physical origin [60]. Initial experimental
studies conclude that macroscopically rough electrodes cause these slight non-ideal deviations, and models were put forth to link double layer capacitance and the solution
resistance in a manner that reflects the random surface geometry of macroscopically
rough electrodes [61–64]. Fractals gained popularity as they enable the introduction
of random geometry in a simple and analytical manner. However, these models, while
mathematically valid, were proven to be physically invalid as numerous experimental
studies rose which disprove the theory of macroscopic rough electrodes and favor the
hypothesis of microscopic or atomic-level heterogeneity [65–68].
However, the macroscopic roughness of electrodes can still influence one important
phenomenon: diffusion. Differing phase angles in the frequency region where diffusion
occurs give rise to the concept of anomalous diffusion in impedance spectroscopy.
There are two approaches to treat anomalous diffusion. The first approach is the
fractional derivative approach, where the diffusion equation is modified such that
its time derivative is no longer in first order but it is now in fractional order, e.g.,
1.2th order, 0.95th order, etc [69–72]. The modification of the diffusion equation in this
manner naturally arise when analyzing a flux of a surface which has fractal properties
[73–75]. The second approach is the stochastic process approach, where the diffusion
equation is kept normal but the boundary condition is modified such that it rigorously
reflects the random geometry of a stochastic process, e.g. fractional Brownian motion
[76–80]. This approach was done for various reaction models [81, 82] and it was
also incorporated with microscopic imaging to provide a surface reconstruction of
electrodes [83].
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The advantages and disadvantages of both approaches are related to the complexity of the models and their relation to physical reality. While the fractional derivative
approach is simple to implement, a direct validation of obtained parameters can be
difficult to reconcile especially from microscopic or surface characterization. Meanwhile, the stochastic process approach was proven to be intimately linked to other
surface characterization tools, but its mathematical construction is highly sophisticated and complex, requiring a solution in the form of a truncated perturbation series
and hypergeometric functions for different reaction models.

1.4

Frequency-Domain Admittance Method

Different mathematical models are very helpful in providing a quantitative understanding of the complex electrode/electrolyte interfaces as well as the macroscopic effects of the electrode morphology. However, rigorous validation towards experimental
data can be lacking, especially in the form of prediction of device’s performances. This
work is mainly focused in bridging the gap between modeling and experimentation
by introducing a modeling method for electrochemical capacitors named FrequencyDomain Admittance Method or FDAM that serve two different goals:
1. To interpret the experimental data and provide a deeper understanding of the
nature of electrochemical interactions at the electrode/electrolyte interface.
2. To predict experimental data for the same devices that utilize the same electrode
materials.
Figure 1.2 provides an illustration of FDAM. The concept of this method relies
upon using one transient electrochemical dataset to parametrize a certain mathematical model and use that model to predict another transient data. The mathematical
models will be derived specifically to meet the device-level, macroscopic, and microscopic descriptions of the electrochemical capacitor. The term ’frequency’ comes
from the fact that the transient data used as the basis of FDAM is a frequency
-domain data from electrochemical impedance spectroscopy (EIS). Afterwards, a
model parametrized with EIS data can be used to predict charge-discharge charac-
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teristics of a device, including capacitance, specific energy, and power. Thus, FDAM
can serve as a tool for non-linear regression analysis and quantitative predictions.
There are three components that are most important in the FDAM and these are
(1) a macroscopic model to treat the porous electrodes found in most electrochemical
capacitors (2) numerical methods that can achieve the goals of FDAM and (3) suitable
microscopic models for different electrochemical capacitors. Each component will be
addressed in this work. Porous electrode theory will be developed for the specific use
of FDAM in Chapter 2. In Chapter 3, numerical methods that will be used in FDAM
are described. Microscopic models for electric double-layer capacitors (EDLCs) and
pseudocapacitors will be developed in Chapter 4 and Chapter 5 respectively, where
applications of FDAM for different experimental data will also be introduced.

Figure 1.2: An illustration of the Frequency-Domain Admittance Method (FDAM).
Suitable models that consider contributions at (1) device, (2) macroscopic, and (3)
microscopic level are made to serve different types of electrochemical capacitor. The
model is then used to perform complex non-linear regression on the frequency-domain
data, and use the completely parametrized model predict discharge curves, device
capacitance, specific energy, and power in the time domain.

Chapter

2

FDAM: Porous Electrode Model
Porous electrode theory is a term that describes a collection of transport and electrodynamics equations set up to describe the electrochemical action at pore/electrolyte
interfaces. While many authors can be attributed to this theory, it was not until Newman that the theory was put on a systematic and firm basis [84]. More specifically,
standard porous electrode theory as constructed first by Newman is a combination of
material balance, conservation of charge statements, and phenomenological electrochemical equations. The combination of these equations create a flexible framework
that has been applied to different electrochemical cells. Pertaining to electrochemical
capacitors, these cells include carbon desalinization cells and EDLCs [85–87]. Applications of this theory can also be found in intercalating Li-ion batteries [88–92] and
ruthenium oxide pseudocapacitors [93–95].
Before jumping into the derivations, it is worth listing some of the key assumptions
being made for the porous electrode model development.
1. Dilute concentration solution: concentrations are dilute enough so that they
do not introduce non-ideal thermodynamic corrections. Concentrated solutions
will have slightly different formulation, with the basis to treat them is known
as the concentrated solution theory. Activity coefficients would start to come
into play as well.
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2. Concentration polarization: concentration in the porous electrode is assumed
to be uniform across. In other words, the effect of ions migrating across the
porous electrode is neglected. This assumption comes with the understanding
that mesoscopic/interfacial diffusion is the more important contribution
3. Negligible current collectors: current collectors do not participate in any electrochemical phenomena.
While many of these assumptions can be relaxed to form a complete porous electrode
theory, majority of applications related to analyzing impedance data do not require
such effects to be present1 .
The chapter will be broken into two sections. Section 2.1 shall be focused on
developing the necessary equations to model a porous electrode, which is naturally
derived in the time domain. Section 2.2 will be mainly devoted to developing the
frequency-domain porous electrode model. In all derivations, an emphasis is being
made regarding the importance of interfacial current and interfacial admittance that
allow all results to be general and applicable for FDAM.

2.1

Time Domain Development

Figure 2.1 provides the schematic of the problem. Suppose that there’s a porous
electrode in which one boundary is attached to the current collector at x = 0 while
the other boundary touches the electrolyte at x = L. The goal is to derive some sort of
relation that allows the computation of the voltage drop across the porous electrode.
To do this, it can be realised that a porous electrode is composed of the electrode
material (or matrix as it is referred in the literature) and the solution electrolyte. It
is natural to set up equations for their current densities using Ohm’s law:
i1 = −σ
1

∂ψ1
∂x

(2.1)

These effects will become increasingly important in time domain, pure simulations of electrochemical devices. Treatments that include concentrated solution theory and concentration polarization can be found in previously cited works [88–91, 93–95].
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Figure 2.1: A schematic of the porous electrode problem. A current Icell is applied
from a current collector at x = 0 towards an electrode which is porous and flooded
by the solution or electrolyte. The goal is to find the potential drop in between the
porous electrode.

i2 = −κ

∂ψ2
∂x

(2.2)

where subscript ’1’ refers to the electrode, subscript ’2’ refers to the electrolyte, and
σ and κ the conductivity of the electrode and electrolyte respectively. If a current
is being applied to the electrochemical cell Icell , then this current will contribute to
both i1 and i2 :
Icell = i1 + i2

(2.3)

where it may be seen that Eq. 2.3 is merely a statement of conservation of charge.
Another important equation is to relate one of these current densities with the electrochemical phenomena happening at the pore/electrolyte interfaces. This can be
achieved through the following equation:
∂i1
= ain
∂x

(2.4)
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Both sides of this equation simply mean that the volumetric electrode current
(LHS) is equal to the total interfacial current (RHS). Multiplication of the interfacial
current density in and the specific interfacial area a helps in expressing it as the
total contribution inside the porous electrode. An alternative formulation of the
conservation of charge statement is to use derivatives:

−

∂i1
∂i2
=
= ain
∂x
∂x

(2.5)

Now, the potential drop across the solution/electrode interface will be defined as
η = ψ1 − ψ2 , where ψ1 is the potential at the solid matrix phase and ψ2 is potential
at the electrolyte/solution phase. By combining Eq. 2.1-2.5, a generalized equation
can be obtained with the following boundary and initial conditions:


∂ 2 η(x, t)
1 1
=
+
ain (η, t)
∂x2
κ σ
∂η(L, t)
Icell
∂η(0, t)
Icell
BC :
=
;
=−
;
∂x
κ
∂x
σ
IC : η(x, 0) = 0

(2.6)
(2.7)
(2.8)

where the boundary conditions are derived based on the fact that current passing
through the current collector/porous electrode boundary is carried by the solid electrode only (Icell = i1 ) and the current passing through the porous electrode/electrolyte
is carried mainly by the electrolyte current density (Icell = i2 ).
The interfacial current in (η, t) fully describes the microscopic charge-storage mechanism of a device. And thus, in (η, t) is coupled with other equations, such as the diffusion equation and the Butler-Volmer equation (with or without Frumkin correction),
depending upon how the modeller would like to describe the microscopic phenomena
present in each device. Regardless of the specific mathematical description, Eq. 2.6
and other pertinent equations will generally create a non-linear and coupled system of
partial differential equations (PDEs). Now, suppose that the solution for η is found,
both analytically or numerically, the potential drop across the porous electrode Vp
can be obtained through further several algebraic steps.
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The derivation can be found as follow. Firstly, by definition, the potential drop
across the porous electrode is simply:
Vp (t) = ψ1 (0, t) − ψ2 (L, t) = [ψ1 (0, t) − ψ2 (0, t)] + [ψ2 (0, t) − ψ2 (L, t)]

(2.9)

The first term can be represented by the direct solution η(0, t) = ψ1 (0, t) − ψ2 (0, t)
while the other term can be obtained by following several steps. First, Eq. 2.1 and
Eq. 2.2 can be combined in such a way that η can be introduced:
∂η(x, t)
i2 i1
− =
κ
σ
∂x

(2.10)

Performing elimination to solve i2 with Eq. 2.3, the following equation can be obtained:



κ
∂η(x, t)
i2 =
Icell (t) + σ
κ+σ
∂x

(2.11)

Substituting this expression into Eq. 2.2 and performing an integration, the missing
term for voltage drop of the porous electrode can be obtained:


ˆ
L
σ L ∂η(x, t)
dx
ψ2 (0, t) − ψ2 (L, t) =
Icell (t) +
κ+σ
L 0
∂x

(2.12)

This will finally be combined together to obtain the following expression of the voltage
drop across the porous electrode:


ˆ
L
σ L ∂η(x, t)
Vp (t) =
Icell (t) +
dx + η(0, t)
κ+σ
L 0
∂x

(2.13)

This is formally the end of the macroscopic level modeling of the porous electrodes.
Assuming a sandwich configuration for the whole device, where a separator is sandwiched with two electrodes and current collectors, the total potential drop Vψ can be
obtained:
Vψ (t) = 2V0 + 2Vp (t) + ZESR (t)Icell (t)
(2.14)


ˆ L
2L
σ
∂η(x, t)
Icell (t) +
dx + 2η(0, t) + ZESR (t)Icell (t) (2.15)
= 2V0 +
κ+σ
L 0
∂x
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Where V0 is the initial voltage of a single electrode and ZESR is a collective device
impedance term representing the equivalent series resistance, which may be detailed
depending upon the choice of modeling. In general, Eq. 2.15 can also be used to
model commercial capacitor modules, which would be comprised of several capacitors
in parallel to increase the energy density and minimize any resistive effects. This will
later be used in Chapter 4, where such type of device will be modelled.

2.2

Frequency-Domain Development

Impedance spectroscopy is an electrical spectroscopic tool that utilize AC voltage input of small amplitudes to probe electrical and other phenomenological phenomena at
different frequencies. The experimental conditions utilized in impedance spectroscopy
introduce a convenient and useful simplification in the modeling. If all equations from
previous section was transformed into the Laplace domain and assumed to be in the
linear regime, the interfacial current can be represented by a product of an interfacial
admittance term Yn (s) and the Laplace-domain interfacial potential η(x, s):
in (x, s) = Yn (s) · η(x, s)

(2.16)

Here, s denotes the Laplace variable. Substituting s = jω, this transformation will
help turning the generalized non-linear PDE into a linear second-order ODE.
d2 η(x)
ν2
=
η(x)
2
2
dx
s L 
1 1
where ν =
+
aYn (jω)L2
σ κ
BC :

dη(L)
Icell (jω)
=
;
dx
κ

dη(0)
Icell (jω)
=−
;
dx
σ

(2.17)

(2.18)

Solving for 2.17 with the boundary conditions 2.18, the solution can be obtained
in terms of hyperbolic functions as follow2 :
2

In Ref. [89], the solution for η is slightly different. This is because the reference coordinate of
the porous electrode problem was reversed, leading to reversed boundary conditions.
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Icell (jω)L
η=
ν sinh ν



h νx i 1
h 
1
x i
cosh
+ cosh ν 1 −
κ
L
σ
L


(2.19)

Furthermore, by setting V0 = 0 and turning Eq. 2.15 into the Laplace or frequency
domain, an equation for the voltage drop across the whole device can be obtained.
Vψ (jω) = 2Vp (jω) + ZESR (jω)Icell (jω)

(2.20)

When Eq. 2.19 is plugged into this expression and the RHS divided by Icell (jω), the
impedance formula can be obtained for the whole device.

Zψ (jω) =

Vψ
2L 
=
1+
Icell
κ+σ

2+

s
where ν =


σ
cosh ν
σ κ
 + ZESR (jω)
ν sinh ν

κ

+

1 1
+
σ κ

(2.21)


aYn (jω)L2

(2.22)

Several key notes should be taken before moving on to the next chapter. Firstly,
the derived final impedance formula (Eq. 2.21) may be found in some works with very
similar notation [89,96]. However, it must be emphasized that the derivation utilized
in this work did not provide a priori assumption on what type of electrochemical
phenomena was present. The generality that this derivation provided enable a flexible choice of microscopic models through the interfacial admittance Yn (jω). Thus,
the interfacial admittance will become the key component in modeling different electrochemical capacitors as well as reducing or increasing the complexity of the overall
model of a specific capacitor.
The time-domain equivalent for the interfacial admittance is the interfacial current
in (η, t). When performing first-principles simulation in the time-domain it is often
the case that the interfacial current will be heavily modified to suit different electrochemical devices. However, the subsequent developments in this work will mainly
focus on developing models for the interfacial admittance. The developed interfacial
admittance for EDLCs and pseudocapacitors may be found in Chapter 4 and Chapter
5 respectively.

Chapter

3

FDAM: Numerical Methods
In the previous chapter, porous electrode theory has been developed specifically for
the application of FDAM. A formula applicable to frequency-domain was developed
that describes the impedance of an entire device or electrochemical cell Zψ . Although
the interfacial admittance Yn has not been derived, FDAM will still work regardless
of the specified microscopic description of the device. This can be achieved due to
the combination of numerical methods utilized in this work. The numerical methods
are divided into two key steps:
1. Non-linear Regression: a given impedance formula Zψ will be parametrized with
the given impedance data using complex non-linear regression. Performing this
step will also include error analysis and ways to evaluate the validity of the
fitting.
2. Frequency-Domain Inversion: Zψ will then be treated as a transfer function,
where the fully parametrized model can be inverted into time-domain using
methods to perform numerical inverse Laplace transform.
Section 3.1 will provide a brief overview of the tools utilized in the complex nonlinear regression of impedance data. Section 3.2 will describe the numerical method
used to transform a parametrized frequency-domain equation to its time-domain by
the means of numerical inverse Laplace transform.
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3.1

Complex Non-linear Regression

Linear regression is very often encountered in science and engineering. Linear regression performs fitting of experimental data using a series of polynomials, where
the one most often used is a straight line. Such functions rarely exist in the context
of electrochemical modeling. Therefore, one must rely upon performing non-linear
regression. And because impedance is a complex quantity with a real and imaginary
part, complex non-linear regression must be performed instead.
Complex non-linear regression is performed through the performing minimization
of the sum of the squared error:
2

χ =

N
model
meas
X
(v)]2
− yi,Re
[yi,Re
i

2i

model
meas
(v)]2
− yi,Im
[yi,Im
+
2i

(3.1)

where χ2 is known as the ’chi-squared’ quantity. One may immediately see that
complex non-linear regression is performed similarly to a two-dimensional non-linear
regression problem. Because the problem is essentially an optimization/minimization
problem, the question now relies upon which type of numerical method needs to
be used for the specific application. There are two kinds of methods that shall be
described here:
1. Levenberg-Marquardt method: a gradient approach, which combines the steepest
descent and Gauss-Newton method to perform minimization of some objective
function.
2. Nelder-Mead method : a simplex-based approach, which is essentially a directsearch method that utilizes no computation of the gradient of the objective
function.
The mathematical details of each method shall not be discussed in this section, but
it is important to note the strengths and weaknesses of two methods. The LevenbergMarquardt method is one of the most robust and fastest minimization algorithms
because it can adjust the minimization search depending on how far it is from a
certain minimum of the objective function. However, the method does not distinguish
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between the local and global minimum. This weakness may be difficult to accept
in electrochemical modeling because the complexity of any electrochemical system
implies that it’s not often the case that the modeler knows the appropriate initial
guesses for the parameters. On the other hand, the Nelder-Mead method is a global
minimization procedure and can distinguish one minimum from the other. However,
its convergence towards the global minimum can be very slow and after a certain
iteration maximum, the algorithm might not even reach the minimum at all.
Due to the increasing non-linearity in the impedance formulas, the two methods
shall be used sequentially to provide a more robust fitting procedure. In other words,
the Nelder-Mead method will be used as the initial minimization method until it either
reaches a minimum or the maximum number of iterations. Afterwards, the LevenbergMarquardt method can be used to fasten the process and reach the minimum that
is close to where the Nelder-Mead method originally intended to be. Implementation
of these methods can be found in Python. Python provides a parametric, non-linear
regression package named LMFIT that allows not only a compact implementation
of these two methods but also an automatic computation of standard error in the
parameters obtained using the covariance matrix [97].

3.2

Numerical Inverse Laplace Transform

Once the parameters have been obtained and error analysis is completed, the fully
parametrized model can be used to predict time-domain characteristics. This can be
understood by realizing that the entire impedance formula was obtained by performing a Laplace transform on the original equation. It is, therefore, natural to perform
a procedure to invert the function from Laplace domain to time domain, in a process
known as inverse Laplace transform.
For galvanostatic charge/discharge experiments, the voltage relation for the electrochemical cell must be obtained through the following:
Vψ (s) =

2V0 Icell
+
Zψ (s)
s
s

(3.2)
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Once this equation is set up, then the inversion can be performed using the Bromwich
integral:
1
Vψ (t) = 2V0 +
2πi

ˆ

σ+i∞

est ·
σ−i∞

Icell
Zψ (s)ds
s

(3.3)

where σ is a vertical contour in the complex plane such that all singularities/poles in
Vψ (s) can be found in the left side of the complex plane.
Unfortunately, closed-form analytical expression will be difficult to be found for
Eq. 3.3 and numerical methods must be employed. Furthermore, using a numerical
method will allow the usage of general impedance formulas. Many specialized methods
for numerical inverse Laplace transform exist such as the Talbot method [98], GaverStehfest method [99], Papoulis Legendre polynomial method [100], Durbin-Crump
method [101], Weeks method [102], and Piessens Gaussian quadrature method [103].
Different method will specialize in different types of functions exhibiting a wide variety
of behaviors and singularities. For this work, the Gaver-Stehfest method is employed,
which has been proven to be one of the easiest numerical method to implement and
very useful for precision in small-time resolution [104]. The Gaver-Stehfest method
will provide an approximate series solution of the following form:

N

ln 2 X Icell t
Vψ (t) ≈ 2V0 +
cn
· Zψ
t n=1 n ln 2
min(n,N/2)

cn = (−1)

n+ N
2

X
k= n+1
2



n ln 2
t



k N/2 (2k)!
(N/2 − k)! k! (k − 1)! (n − k)! (2k − n)!

(3.4)

(3.5)

In principle, the series should diminish the error as N gets larger. However, due
to the nature of asymptotic expansion series solutions, practical applications will only
use roughly with 6 ≤ N ≤ 20. In this work, N = 6 was used and will be sufficient for
all discharge simulations.
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3.3

Summary

As a summary, Figure 3.1 shows the flowchart of FDAM’s algorithm. The sequence
in which the Nelder-Mead method, the Levenberg-Marquardt method, standard error
calculation, and the Gaver-Stehfest method is used can be clearly seen.

Figure 3.1: A flowchart of FDAM’s algorithm showing the sequence of numerical
methods used.

Chapter

4

Electric Double-Layer Capacitors
FDAM shall now be applied to electric double-layer capacitors (EDLCs), which are
electrochemical capacitors that primarily use double layer interface as its main chargestorage mechanism. Several types of case studies for different fabricated devices will
be done to demonstrate the FDAM’s capability in providing an understanding of the
device’s electrochemistry and predicting device performance. There are three case
studies being considered:
1. YP50 and ACS carbons: two EDLCs were fabricated using different commercial
activated carbon materials. These materials mainly differ in pore volume and
surface area, and hence provide a good starting case study for FDAM.
2. Cycling: an EDLC was cycled up to 10000 cycles and their impedance data was
taken at three different points (1000 cycle, 6000 cycle, and 10000 cycle). The
goal is to use FDAM to identify the cause of device degradation and how the
capacitance, specific and power densities differ.
3. Commercial EDLC : a literature data was taken for a 2600 F/2.5 V cell, composed of EDLCs arranged in parallel [1]. The module is commercially fabricated and may be used as a test for FDAM in analyzing commercially available
EDLCs.
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In Section 4.1, the microscopic description of EDLCs is developed and a final formula for the interfacial admittance of an EDLC is given. The microscopic description
will utilize a combination of diffuse layer dynamics, Faradaic leakage reaction, and
compact double layer capacitance; all three are representative as the most important contribution to be found in EDLC. In addition, details regarding the collective
impedance ZESR is also provided. In Section 4.2, results and discussion are presented
for all three sets of data.

4.1

Microscopic Description

An EDLC will typically feature several key phenomena which include (1) diffusional
effects from the diffuse charge layer (2) Faradaic leakage, e.g., decomposing reaction
and (3) interfacial contact resistance and capacitance that forms one part of the
ESR. All of these effects can be systematically treated in a simple manner, under the
linearized conditions of impedance spectroscopy.
The mass transfer process of ions in solutions are described by the well-known
Poisson-Nernst-Planck equations, which are simply a set of partial differential equations consisting of the diffusion equation with a electrical migration term and Gauss’
law from electrodynamics:


∂Ci
Di ze
= −∇ · −Di ∇Ci ±
Ci ∇φ
∂t
kB T
P
e i zi Ci
2
∇ φ=
ε

(4.1)
(4.2)

where the subscripts refer to whether anions (−) or cations (+) are being considered.
Now, it may be assumed that the electrolyte is binary and symmetric, i.e. diffusion
coefficient, charge magnitude, and concentration are all equal for both the anion and
cation (D = D+ = D− , z = z+ = −z− , and C0 = C+ = C− ). If the charge density
in the electrolyte is defined by ρ = ez(z+ C+ − z− C− ), the equations above can be
further simplified into an equation known as the Debye-Falkenhagen equation [31]:
∂ρ(z, t)
=D
∂t



∂ 2 ρ(z, t) ρ(z, t)
−
∂z 2
λ2D


(4.3)
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where, λD is the Debye length. Furthermore, because the charge density ρ is defined
in terms of the concentration of ions in the solution, a Boltzmann-type distribution
can be used to model the charge density:
ρ = 2eZC0 sinh

Zeφ
kB T

(4.4)

where the use of Boltzmann-type distribution comes with the understanding that
the Gouy-Chapman-Stern model will be invoked later on. Recalling that impedance
spectroscopy is within the linear regime, Eq. 4.4 can be linearized to obtain:
ρ≈

2(eZ)2 C0
φ
kB T

(4.5)

which can then be further inserted to Eq. 4.3 to obtain a modified and linearized
Debye-Falkenhagen equation with its boundary conditions as follow [31]:

BC :

 2

∂ φ(z, t) φ(z, t)
∂φ(z, t)
=D
−
∂t
∂z 2
λ2D
φ1 − φ(0, t)
∂φ(0, t)
=
; φ(∞, t) = 0
− κint
∂z
ZS (0, t)
IC : φ(z, 0) = 0

(4.6)
(4.7)
(4.8)

The first boundary condition at z = 0 is a simple statement that the interfacial
current leaving the diffuse layer (LHS) is equal to the interfacial current entering the
compact layer (RHS). By transforming the PDE system into the Laplace domain,
and solving for φ, the solution can be transferred to an equation relating it to the
interfacial admittance:
κint ∂φ(0, jω)
φ1
∂z
1
=
G0
ZS (jω) + √
1 + jωτD

Yn (jω) = −

(4.9)
(4.10)

where τD = λ2D /D is the Debye time constant and G0 = λD /κint is a coefficient
associated with the diffuse layer impedance (the units are in Ω cm2 ). To obtain
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an expression for the compact layer impedance ZS , it may be assumed that both
Faradaic and non-Faradaic phenomena is present: double layer polarization, which
takes into account the primary charge storing mechanism, and a decomposing side
reaction. This results in the following non-linear equation to handle.





∂∆φS
Co
αnF ∆φS
CR
(1 − α)nF ∆φS
in = Cdl
+ j0
exp
− 0 exp −
∂t
Co0
kB T
CR
kB T

(4.11)

Upon linearization, transformation into the Laplace domain, and substitution of
variable s = jω, one may obtain the following expression for the interfacial current
density

in = jωCdl ∆φS + j0

δCo δCR nF ∆φS
− 0 +
Co0
CR
RT


(4.12)

If kinetic-control is assumed, effectively neglecting concentration gradient between
the interface and the bulk solution due to diffusion (δCo → 0 and δCR → 0) and
define the leakage charge transfer resistance as RL =

RT
,
nF j0

then the compact layer

admittance will be defined by the following:
YS (jω) =

1
in
1
=
= jωCdl +
ZS (jω)
∆φS
RL

(4.13)

Plugging Eq. 4.13 into Eq. 4.10, the full expression for the interfacial admittance can
be obtained as:
Yn (jω) =

1
1

G0
+√
1
1 + jωτD
jωCdl +
RL

(4.14)

This leaves only the contact resistance and capacitance to be modeled. It is well
known that in many EDLC devices that resistivity will increase when the devices are
not well pressed. The combined effect of loose contact between the current collector
and the carbon particles, as well as the interfacial contacts between carbon particles,
produces a pronounced high-frequency semicircle in the impedance spectra. This
particular behavior can be incorporated in the formalism by simply assuming ZESR
to be composed of the previously mentioned contact resistance and capacitance, as
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well as an external resistance, which includes both separator and solution resistances.
ZESR (jω) =

1
1
jωCc +
Rc

+ Rext

(4.15)

The macroscopic impedance formula can be obtained using the result obtained in
Chapter 2 (Eq. 2.21):

Zψ (jω) =

2L 
1+
κ+σ

2+

κ


σ
cosh ν
1
σ κ
+
+ Rext
1
ν sinh ν
+ jωCc
Rc
+

(4.16)

While it is expected that the Eq. (36) and Eq. (30) are applied to an impedance
data of a single EDLC, it can also be applied to a system of identical EDLCs packed
as a module. This is the typical situation when modeling commercial supercapacitors.
For this particular setting, the fabrication of the device is optimized so that contact
resistance and capacitance are non-existent. However, a typical module will feature
inductance effects at high frequencies. Assuming that there are n-many EDLCs arranged in parallel, the impedance formula for the full module Zµ (jω) can be expressed
by a similar formula:

σ
cosh ν
2L
σ κ
1 +
 + jωLµ + Rext
Zµ (jω) =
n(κ + σ)
ν sinh ν
n
s

1 1
+
aYn (jω)L2
where ν =
σ κ


2+

κ

+

(4.17)

(4.18)

Where Lµ is the inductance of a single EDLC in the module. The basic assumption
being taken here is that the inductance effect of a module is contributed equally from
a single EDLC. This assumption can be relaxed, where the inductance effect may be
assumed to have come as a whole in the single module. However, since the inductance
effect is not an important component of the device, spreading identical inductors to
each EDLC in parallel is a justifiable assumption.
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4.2

Results and Discussion

Table 4.1: Set parameters for all datasets. Electrode thickness is experimentally
obtained, while the specific interfacial area is calculated from N2 BET measurement.
Both electrode and electrolyte conductivities are literature values. For the 2600 F/2.5
V cell, the total current is used (A), not the specific current (A/g)
Parameters
L
a (cm2 /cm3 )
σ (S/cm)
κ (S/cm)
Icell (A/g)

YP50
142
1.2 · 107
8
12.26
0.1

ACS
145
6.0 · 106
8
12.26
0.1

Carbon Cycling
130
1.2 · 107
8
12.26
2

2600 F/2.5 V cell
242
6 · 106
8
200

Table 4.1 provides values for the set parameters used in the analysis of impedance
data, as well as the discharge simulation for capacitors made using two commercial
carbons, YP50 and ACS. The fixed parameters include the length of electrode based
on experimental observation while electrode and electrolyte conductivity are based
on literature values [105–107], as well as specific interfacial area calculated using bulk
density and N2 BET surface area of each carbon material. For the literature data of a
2600 F/2.5V commercial cell [1], some well-grounded assumptions must be made. It is
assumed that the module is composed of 100 EDLCs which has a specific capacitance
of 25 F/g and electrode capacitance of 100 F/g. Each carbon electrode will have a
bulk density of 0.6 g/cc. With these assumptions into account, the electrode area
and thickness can be calculated, which will complete the set base parameters needed
to fit the data.
Figure 4.1 shows impedance data for the EDLC device made from YP50 and
ACS carbon with their respective fitted curves using Eq. 4.14 and 4.16. The model
uses 7 parameters as derived from the previous section (G0 , τD , RL , Cdl , Cc , Rc ,
and Rext ) to describe the behavior of capacitor ranging from 105 Hz to 1 mHz as
shown in Table 4.2. Overall, the impedance model shows very precise fitting with
uncertainty below 10% for most parameters. Figure 4.2 represents the discharge
simulation using the Gaver-Stehfest method compared to the experimental discharge
data. The simulation validates the model and predicts the discharge curves, resulting
in an accurate prediction of device capacitance, specific energy, and power.
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Figure 4.1: Nyquist plot as well as imaginary and real capacitance bode plots for
both YP50 and ACS carbon data with their fitted models.
Table 4.2: Fitted parameters for both YP50 and ACS
carbon data
Parameters
G0 (Ω cm2 )
τD (s)
RL (Ω cm2 )
Cdl (µF/cm2 )
Cc (µF/cm2 )
Rc (Ω cm2 )
Rext (Ω cm2 )

YP50
(8.8 ± 0.2)·105
5.9 ± 0.6
3.902 ± 0.004
3.4 ± 0.1
20.3 ± 0.2
3.2 ± 0.2

ACS
(6.1 ± 0.1)·105
7.7 ± 0.6
(6.5 ± 3)·108
7.051 ± 0.007
6.2 ± 0.6
4.3 ± 0.2
3.2 ± 0.1
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Figure 4.2: Discharge simulations for YP50 and ACS carbon compared to experimental data.
Table 4.3: Calculated device capacitance, specific energy and power from experiment and simulation for
YP50 and ACS carbon.
Device Property
CEDLC (F/g)
EEDLC (Wh/kg)
PEDLC (kW/kg)

YP50 (Exp)
19.6
17.0
15.3

YP50
19.4
16.8
15.1

ACS (Exp)
24.6
21.3
19.2

ACS
24.5
21.3
19.1

Table 4.3 lists experimental and calculated values that are showing deviations that
are less than 5%. As an example, the capacitance of YP50 was calculated to be 19.6
F/g and the simulation predicts 19.4 F/g corresponding to a 1.0 % deviation from
the actual value.
The double layer capacitance of ACS was shown to be higher (12.40 ± 0.01
µF/cm2 ) than that of YP50 (4.231 ± 0.004 µF/cm2 ). This is consistent with larger
surface area as well as slightly larger pore size of ACS as shown in Table 4.1. Both
devices show Debye time constant at an order of roughly 1 s (6.1 ± 0.6 s for ACS
and 5.8 ± 0.6 s for YP50), corresponding to a Debye screening length of 30-100 nm
when micropore diffusion coefficient is assumed (at an order of 10−14 to 10−15 m2 /s).
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This result is expected for applying a simple model such as the Gouy-Chapman-Stern
model to a hierarchically complex microporous carbon used in both devices. In addition, the model was also able to parametrize the contact resistances of each device.
The YP50 has a contact resistance of 20.3 ± 0.2 Ω cm2 while the ACS carbon has
4.4 ± 0.2 Ω cm2 , indicating that the former suffers from interfacial contact issue and
poorer packing in comparison to the latter.
Table 4.4: Fitted parameters for carbon cycling data
Parameters
G0 (Ω cm2 )
τD (s)
RL (Ω cm2 )
Cdl (µF/cm2 )
Cc (µF/cm2 )
Rc (Ω cm2 )
Rext (Ω cm2 )

Cycle 1000
(8.0 ± 0.2)·104
0.26 ± 0.01
(4.3 ± 0.5)·107
2.34 ± 0.01
18 ± 1
0.50 ± 0.01
1.39 ± 0.01

Cycle 6000
(8.0 ± 0.3)·104
0.26 ± 0.01
(4.5 ± 0.9)·107
2.44 ± 0.01
38 ± 4
0.40 ± 0.01
2.20 ± 0.01

Cycle 10000
(7.8 ± 0.3)·104
0.25 ± 0.01
(4.1 ± 0.9)·107
2.45 ± 0.01
48 ± 4
0.42 ± 0.01
3.42 ± 0.01

Figure 4.3 provides the impedance fitting for the cycling carbon data for different
cycles and Table 4.4 summarizes the fitted parameters for all cycling. As with the
previous data, precise fitting was obtained through the model with most parameters
obtaining an error of less than 10%. Since each data correspond to different cycling,
the fitting results show the model’s ability to quantitatively capture the cycling effects through its resistive parameters. For instance, the interfacial contact resistance
(Rc ) stays within a similar value indicating that the packing of the carbon particles
was not affected by long term cycling. However, the external resistance of the device
changes with an appreciable increase from 1.39 Ω cm2 to 3.42 Ω cm2 The contribution
to external resistance include contact resistance due to current collectors and electrolyte resistance due to the separator. The increase in external resistance can thus
be attributed to the loss of electrolyte conductivity in separator due to solvent decomposition, which is a well known aging phenomenon in EDLCs. Table 4.5 compiles
the calculated device capacitance, specific energy, and specific power.
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Figure 4.3: Nyquist plot as well as imaginary and real capacitance bode plots for
carbon cycling data with their fitted model.
Table 4.5: Device performance obtained experimentally and simulations for carbon
cycling data.
Device Properties
CEDLC (F/g)
EEDLC (Wh/kg)
PEDLC (kW/kg)
CEDLC (F/g)
EEDLC (Wh/kg)
PEDLC (kW/kg)

Cycle 1000 (Exp)
16.8
12.2
9.7
Cycle 6000 (Sim)
15.4
11.7
10.5

Cycle 1000 (Sim)
14.9
11.5
10.4
Cycle 10000 (Exp)
16.5
11.2
9.5

Cycle 6000 (Exp)
16.7
12.1
10
Cycle 10000 (Exp)
15.6
11.3
10.2

Figure 4.4 shows the impedance fitting for the literature impedance data at bias
voltage of 2 V for a 2600 F/2.5V cell. Overall, the results show excellent fitting
with minimal error. It was also found that the literature data did not require the
full microscopic model to describe its impedance characteristics. Instead, diffuse
layer dynamics and Faradaic leakage may be eliminated leaving only the double layer
capacitance as the only microscopic parameter. Furthermore, the conductivity of the
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Table 4.6: Fitted parameters for the 2600 F/2.5 V cell literature data
Parameters
G0 (Ω cm2 )
τD (s)
RL (Ω cm2 )
Cdl (µF/cm2 )

2600 F/2.5 V cell
(8.0 ± 0.2)·104
0.26 ± 0.01
(4.3 ± 0.5)·107
2.34 ± 0.01

Figure 4.4: Nyquist plot as well as imaginary and real capacitance bode plots for a
hypothetical single EDLC from a 2600 F/2.5 V cell module [1]. Impedance data was
measured at a bias voltage of 2.0 V. Also note that the imp
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Figure 4.5: Comparison of discharge experimental data (dashed)
and simulation (bold) for the 2600 F/2.5 V cell, at Icell = 200 A.
Simulation and experiment also agree with a high degree of accuracy.
Table 4.7: Calculated device capacitance, energy and power from
experiment and simulation of a 2600 F/2.5 V cell.
Device Property
CEDLC (F/g)
EEDLC (Wh/kg)
PEDLC (kW/kg)

2600 F/2.5 V (Exp)
19.6
17.0
15.3

2600 F/2.5 V (Sim)
19.4
16.8
15.1

electrolyte can be used as a free parameter and the obtained value (κ = 10.2 ± 0.4
mS/cm) agrees well with the electrolyte conductivity of a typical EDLC. Then, Figure
4.5 shows the discharge simulation performed at a constant current of Icell = 200 A
and at a voltage window between 2.5 V to 1.3 V. The simulation of the discharge curve
agrees well with the discharge data for the cell module. Furthermore, the calculated
capacitance, energy and power shows remarkable agreement, with an error as little
as 0.2% on the calculated device capacitance (Table 4.7).
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For parametric studies, the base parameters were taken from the fitting results for
the YP50 carbon. Figure 4.6 shows parametric study done on double layer capacitance. When the double layer capacitance is increased, impedance spectroscopy shows
a clearer separation between the diffuse region and the capacitive region at intermediate and lower frequency, illustrating the effect of larger difference in characteristic
relaxation frequency. As expected, in the imaginary and real capacitance bode plots,
an increase in low-frequency real capacitance response and the peak of the imaginary
capacitance as Cdl are observed. In the time domain, the double layer capacitance
changes the slope of the curve or the differential capacitance of the device. This will
lead to an increase in device capacitance and energy density.

Figure 4.6: Parametric studies on different values of double layer capacitance Cdl
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A parametric study was also done on electrode thickness L, shown in Figure 4.7.
To accentuate the effect, the base parameters were changed such that the dimensionless current I ∗ ≥ 1. Varying the electrode length from 150 µm to 250 µm, the
model predicts an increase in Ohmic drop in the discharge simulation, which can be
attributed to the simple consequence of adding more resistivity in the electrode as
the thickness is increased. In the impedance spectra, this is also observed with the
overall increase in real impedance at all frequencies as shown with the bode plots.
The relaxation peak at the imaginary capacitance is also incomplete, signifying a
very low value for the characteristic frequency of the whole device. It must be noted
that to make the effect much more noticeable, a significant reduction of electrode
conductivity was needed. Such reduction may not be necessary if bulk/macroscopic
concentration polarization is assumed, where thicker electrode can have a large impact
on how concentration of ions are distributed across the porous electrode.

Figure 4.7: Parametric studies on electrode length L.
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The electrolyte conductivity also provides an interesting parameter to analyze as
many researches have been dedicated to obtain electrolytes with higher conductivity.
Figure 4.8 shows parametric study done on the electrolyte conductivity, starting at a
much lower value to elucidate the effect further. At a very low conductivity value, a
broadening in the diffuse region is observed, varying the phase angle from below 45o
to above. While it is usually true that the distributive effects of the porous electrode
show up at this particular region of the electrode, all models indicate a phase angle
of 45o [84, 90]. The variance in phase angle is attributed to the coupling between the
distributive effects from the porous electrode with the diffuse layer contribution. In
the time domain, the electrolyte conductivity lowers the time it takes to discharge,
lowering device capacitance, energy, and power density.

Figure 4.8: Parametric studies on electrolyte conductivity κ
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4.3

Summary

Frequency-Domain Admittance Method (FDAM) is applied as a tool to interpret and
predict electrochemical data of EDLCs in both time-domain and frequency domain.
The method was tested on YP50 and ACS carbon devices as benchmarks, an EDLC
measured at different cycles to test both methods’ capability to explain the impact
of cycling on EDLC performance, and a 2600 F/2.5V cell to test its capability in
analyzing commercially-made EDLCs. Discharge curves, as well as specific energy and
power, were predicted through precisely and accurately through parameters relevant
to the double layer interface and the porous electrode, obtained from impedance
spectra. The influence of various key model parameters in FDAM (Cdl , L, and κ) on
the discharge performance of the capacitors as well as their impedance spectra have
been elucidated. The range of validity of both methods and summary of influence in
key parameters have also been summarized.

Chapter

5

Pseudocapacitors
The preceding chapter shows FDAM’s capability in explaining different case studies
of EDLCs. The next step is to apply FDAM to a pseudocapacitor. Manganese oxide
(MnO2 ) pseudocapacitor shall be used as a single case study. The electrochemical
phenomena of pseudocapacitor are more complex than an EDLC, and thus emphasis shall be made on establishing the simplest yet comprehensive reaction model to
introduce coupling behavior that occurs due to pseudocapacitance, which will be discussed in Section 5.1. Anomalous diffusion is also introduced as a way to handle
complex interface governed by the manganese oxide/carbon composites made. The
basic concept of phenomenological coupling will also be demonstrated to showcase
the appropriateness of the preceding reaction model of choice.
Section 5.2 will outline the synthesis procedure of MnO2 as well as the fabrication
of the pseudocapacitor. In Section 5.3, some results on scanning electron microscopy
(SEM) were presented before moving on towards the results from FDAM. Parametric
studies were performed for several key parameters to elucidate the power of the derived
model.
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5.1

Microscopic Description

Manganese oxide is believed to have a very specific reaction mechanism that involves
the intake of cations (K+ or Na+ ) and protons onto its surface as part of an electrochemical adsorption process. Thus, the current system can be modeled as an
electrochemical adsorption reaction with a side reaction as an additional Faradaic
contribution:
O + n1 e− → Iads

(5.1)

Z ∗ + n2 e− → R

(5.2)

The importance of choosing this particular reaction system model will be explained later. Different than previous treatment of EDLC, it is easier to formulate
the interfacial current in by introducing the double layer current idl and the Faradaic
current if :
∂η(x, t)
∂Γ1
+ qΓ∗
∂t
∂t
1
2
if = if + if

idl = Cdl

in = idl + if

(5.3)
(5.4)
(5.5)

The second term in the double layer current correspond to the adsorption phenomena that occur during the reaction process, where qΓ∗ is the associated surface charge
density of the adsorbed species. Faradaic current relations can be established using
the usual Butler-Volmer-type equations along with an extra equation that connects
the Faradaic current with the rate of adsorption:




Co (x, t)
αn1 F η
ΓI
(1 − α)n1 F η
=
exp
− 0 exp −
Co0
RT
ΓI
RT





αn2 F η
CR
(1 − α)n2 F η
2
2 Cz ∗ (x, t)
if = j0
exp
− 0 exp −
Cz0∗
RT
CR
RT
∂ΓI
i1f = n1 F
∂t
i1f

j01



(5.6)
(5.7)
(5.8)
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where the third equation is a simple fact that because the forward reaction is part of
the adsorption process, the Faradaic current will be equal to the rate of adsorption
onto the surface. Eq. 5.8 is also useful when used in combination with the previous
expression on double layer current:
idl = Cdl

∂η(x, t)
q∗
+ Γ i1f
∂t
n1 F

(5.9)

Eq. 5.9 is the key to understanding the non-Faradaic and Faradaic coupling. This
particular expression states that the double layer current will be linearly proportional
to the Faradaic current of the pseudocapacitive reaction. And thus, the associated
surface charge density is now part of the coefficient which couples both the Faradaic
and non-Faradaic phenomena. After performing linearization and apply the Laplace
transform, the following system of equations may be obtained:
q∗
ĩdl = jωCdl + Γ ĩ1f
n1 F
"
#
˜I n1 F η̃
δ
Γ
δ
C̃
o
ĩ1f = j01
− 0 +
Co0
ΓI
RT
#
"
˜z∗
˜R n2 F η̃
δ
C
δ
C
ĩ2f = j02
− 0 +
Cz0∗
CR
RT
ĩ1f = n1 F (jω)Γ˜I

(5.10)
(5.11)
(5.12)
(5.13)

Next, the diffusion equation pertinent to the reaction system must be established.
While the pseudocapacitive reaction is assumed to be diffusion-controlled, the side
reaction is assumed to be activation-controlled to not only make the analysis easier
but to also conform with experimental results. Due to the complexity of the interfacial surfaces, anomalous diffusion may occur which leads to the use of a fractional
derivative version of the diffusion equation [71, 75]:

BC:

2
∂ 3−Df δCo (x, t)
∗ ∂ δCo (x, t)
=
D
;
o
∂t3−Df
∂x2
Df −2
i1f
∂δCo (0, t)
∗ ∂
− Do Df −2
=−
; δCo (x → ∞, t) = 0;
∂t
∂x
n1 F

IC: δCo (x, 0) = 0

(5.14)
(5.15)
(5.16)
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3−Df

where Do∗ = K 4−2Df Do

3Df −4

R0

where the fractional derivative can be defined by the Riemann-Liouville operator
∂ ny
d
1
=
n
∂t
Γ(1 − n) dt

ˆ

t

0

y(χ)
dχ
(t − χ)n

(5.17)

Eq. 5.17 is not directly used in subsequent derivation but it is important to keep
in mind because it forms the rigorous basis of fractional derivatives. Also, the usual
diffusion equation can be obtained by setting Df = 2. The anomalous diffusion
equation can then be transformed into the Laplace domain to transform the problem
into a simple ODE problem.
d2 δ C̃o (x, t)
;
dx2
ĩ1f
dδ C̃o (0, t)
=−
; δ C̃o (x → ∞, t) = 0
− Do∗ sDf −2
dx
n1 F
s3−Df δ C̃o (x, t) = Do∗

BC:

(5.18)
(5.19)

The solution of the ODE can be readily obtained1 :
Df −1
2

ĩ1f

δ C̃o (x, ω) = −
n1 F

p

∗
DO
(jω)

Df −1
2

(jω)
exp − p ∗ x
DO

!
(5.20)

Once the solution for the concentration in frequency-domain is obtained, it can
be evaluated at x = 0 and combined together to obtain an expression for i1f


ĩ1f

ĩ1f = j01 −
n1

F K 2−Df D

3−Df
2

o

3Df
2

R0

−2

Co0 (jω)

Df −1
2

−

ĩ1f
n1 F Γ0I (jω)


+

n1 F η̃ 
RT

(5.21)

Now, several constants can be defined as follow:
AaW =

RT
3−Df
2

(n1 F )2 K 2−Df Do
1

3Df
2

R0

−2

RCT =
Co0

RT
nF j01

(5.22)

Here, the Laplace transform of a time fractional derivative is performed in a similar sense with
any time derivative operator. One may also substitute concentration variables in phasor form, i.e.
˜ o ejωt ], to yield the same results
δCo = Re[δC
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Cφ =

(nF )2 Γ0I
RT

RL =

RT
nF j02

(5.23)

where AaW is the anomalous Warburg coefficient, RCT is the charge transfer resistance, Cφ is the pseudocapacitance, and RL is the Faradaic leakage resistance. These
constants will be useful after re-arrangements of Eq. 5.21 where equations expressing
the Faradaic currents may be obtained:
ĩdl = jωCdl η̃ +
ĩ1f =

qΓ∗ 1
ĩ
n1 F f
η̃

(5.24)
(5.25)

1
AaW
Rct +
+
jωCφ (jω) Df2−1
η̃
ĩ2f =
RL

(5.26)

And thus the interfacial current can be expressed as
ĩn = ĩdl + ĩ1f + ĩ2f



ĩn = η̃ jωCdl +


(5.27)
1+
Rct +

qΓ∗
n1 F

AaW
(jω)



Df −1
2

1
+
jωCφ

+

1 


RL 

(5.28)

And the solution for the interfacial admittance can be obtained by the following:

Yn (jω) =

ĩn
= jωCdl +
η̃

Rct +

qΓ∗
1+
n1 F
AaW
(jω)

Df −1
2

1
+
jωCφ

+

1
RL

(5.29)

Notice that the coupling coefficient is contained within the term that governs the
pseudocapacitive reaction. Because this coupling coefficient cannot be separated from
the rest of the coefficients, this forces some new constants to be defined:
A0aW

= AaW


−1
qΓ∗
1+
n1 F

0
Rct


−1


qΓ∗
qΓ∗
0
= Rct 1 +
Cφ = Cφ 1 +
n1 F
n1 F

(5.30)

where the prime indicates effective parameters. These parameters will be referred
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to by their normal names with the understanding that there are intrinsic coupling
coefficients contained in them. Thus, a more compact form can be obtained:
1

Yn (jω) = jωCdl +
0
Rct

A0aW

+

(jω)

Df −1
2

1
+
jωCφ0

+

1
RL

(5.31)

Interestingly, Eq. 5.31 is mathematically equivalent to the circuit model known as the
diffusion-controlled Frumkin-Melik-Gaykazyan model, which is a purely non-Faradaic
model of physisorption in double layer interfaces. The difference of course is that the
currently derived model is Faradaic and non-Faradaic, with additional coupling with
the double layer current.
For the device-level impedance Zψ , the contact resistance and capacitance will not
be present especially since the charge transfer resistance is ultimately responsible for
any high-frequency behavior of the impedance spectra. This leaves only the external
resistance as part of the collective device impedance:

Zψ (jω) =

5.1.1

2L 
1+
κ+σ

2+


σ
cosh ν
σ κ
 + Rext
ν sinh ν

κ

+

(5.32)

Phenomenological Coupling Behavior

The previous derivation of the microscopic model of pseudocapacitance is an illustration of phenomenological coupling in linear electrochemical systems. The coupling
resulted in an additional coefficient that modifies the charge transfer resistance, pseudocapacitance, and the anomalous Warburg impedance. In that sense, this coupling
is weak as it did not disturb the linear separability between terms corresponding
to the double layer current and, more importantly, the other two Faradaic currents.
Suppose that instead of an arbitrary decomposing reaction, the reactant is shared
with both the pseudocapacitive and side/decomposing reaction:
O + n1 e− → Iads

(5.33)

O + n2 e− → R

(5.34)
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This is not an impossible modification because a side reaction involving electrolyte
decomposition is quite common. It will be shown that strong diffusional coupling can
occur. In the linearized regime, the interfacial current in terms of the Faradaic and
non-Faradaic currents can be expressed as:
ĩn = ĩdl + ĩ1f + ĩ2f
q∗
ĩdl = jωCdl + Γ ĩ1f
n1 F
#
"
˜
n
F
η̃
δ
C̃
δ
Γ
1
o
I
ĩ1f = j01
− 0 +
Co0
ΓI
RT
"
#
˜
δ
C̃
n
F
η̃
δ
C
o
2
R
ĩ2f = j02
− 0 +
Co0
CR
RT

(5.35)

ĩ1f = n1 F (jω)Γ˜I

(5.39)

(5.36)
(5.37)
(5.38)

A minor difference is be observed in the boundary condition of the diffusion equation. Instead of having the flux of species O determined by a single i1f , it will now
have to depend on two currents i1f and i2f leading to the following expression for its
solution:
δ C̃o (x) = −

ĩ2f
ĩ1f
+
n1 F
n2 F

!

1
Df −1
p
Do∗ (jω) 2

Df −1

(jω) 2
exp − p
x
Do∗

!
(5.40)

Notice that, for the sake of simplicity, we have ignored diffusion of species R, Now,
some constants may be defined again and the current relations can be simplified to
the compact form of the following:
ĩdl = jωCdl η̃ +
η̃ = ĩ1f
η̃ = ĩ2f

qΓ∗ 1
ĩ
n1 F f

!
1
A1aW
A1aW
Rct +
+
+ i2f
Df −1
Df −1
jωCφ (jω) 2
(jω) 2
!
A2aW
A2aW
1
RL +
+
ĩ
Df −1
Df −1
f
(jω) 2
(jω) 2

(5.41)
(5.42)

(5.43)
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Due to diffusion-control in both reactions, two anomalous Warburg coefficients
must be defined corresponding to reactions with different moles of electrons in chargetransfer process (n1 vs. n2 ). Before solving for i1f and i2f using Eq. 5.42 and Eq. 5.43,
several admittance functions can be defined to make the algebraic steps less tedious.
These functions are:
Yf1 (jω) =
Yf2 (jω) =

1
A1aW
Rct +
+
jωCφ (jω) Df2−1
!−1
A2aW
RL +
Df −1
(jω) 2

!−1
(5.44)

(5.45)

Df −1

1
YaW
(jω)

(jω) 2
=
A1aW

(5.46)

Df −1

(jω) 2
2
YaW
(jω) =
A2aW

(5.47)

corresponding to the Faradaic admittance of the pseudocapacitive and side reaction,
as well as anomalous Warburg admittance of the pseudocapacitive and decomposition reaction respectively. Plugging these expressions to Eq. 5.42 and Eq. 5.43,
the Faradaic currents can be obtained through an algebraic exercise and compactly
expressed in terms of the previously defined admittance functions:
i1f = η̃ · Yf1 (jω)K12 (jω)

(5.48)

i2f = η̃ · Yf2 (jω)K21 (jω)

(5.49)

where K12 and K21 can be defined as coupling coefficients expressed, again, entirely
in terms of all the admittance functions previously defined:

K12 (jω) =
K21 (jω) =

!−1
1
Yf1 (jω) · YaW
(jω)
1− 2
2
Yf (jω) · YaW
(jω)
!
!−1
1
2
Yf1 (jω) · YaW
(jω)
YaW
(jω)
1− 1
−1
1− 2
2
Yf (jω)
Yf (jω) · YaW
(jω)
Y 1 (jω)
1 − aW
Yf2 (jω)

!

(5.50)

(5.51)
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The interfacial admittance with diffusional coupling Y(n,D) (jω) can now be obtained. Mimicking the form of Eq. 5.31, the expression is as follow:

qΓ∗
K12 (jω) 1 +
K21 (jω)
n1 F
Y(n,D) (jω) = jωCdl +
+
1
1
AaW
A2aW
Rct +
RL +
Df −1 +
Df −1
jωCφ
(jω) 2
(jω) 2


(5.52)

In this case, the coupling is very strong due to the presence of the coupling coefficients
K12 and K21 . This particular solution will be near impossible to be implemented in
non-linear regression analysis. Suppose that a small ’decoupling’ procedure is done
by assuming that the diffusional flux at the interface is dominated by the Faradaic
current of the pseudocapacitive reaction. This makes the side reaction activation- or
reaction-controlled, simplifying the solution:


qΓ∗
Q12 (jω) 1 +
1
n1 F
Y(n,D) (jω) = jωCdl +
+
1
AaW
1
RL
Rct +
Df −1 +
jωCφ
(jω) 2
where Q12 (jω) = 1 −

1
(jω)
YaW
2
Yf (jω)

(5.53)

(5.54)

which is still difficult to implement due to existence of the coupling coefficient Q12 .
The demonstration of this basic diffusional coupling provides the argument that not
every reaction model system that is supposed to be the accurate representation of the
molecular mechanisms can be used for pseudocapacitance. The usage is understood
in a sense of using the derived models to perform impedance data fitting. A graphical
summary of these results can also be found in Figure 5.1. Thus, this provides a strong
basis regarding the choice of reaction model given in Eq. 5.33.
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Figure 5.1: An illustration of basic phenomenological coupling. A simple but comprehensive reaction model will only have one coupling due to Faradaic current contributing towards non-Faradaic (charging) current. A simple modification introduces
diffusional coupling that severely coupled two Faradaic contributions (with K12 and
K21 ), rendering the model impossible to use in a regression fitting.

5.2

Materials and Methods

The procedure for synthesizing manganese oxide can be found in several works [108,
109]. First, 0.1 N potassium permanganate (Fisher Scientific, Certified Grade) is
mixed with ethanol (Sigma-Aldrich, ≥ 99.5%) in a 1:1 volume ratio. Afterwards, the
dark purple solution was ultra-sonicated for 30 minutes yielding a light-brown to the
dark-brown mixture that can be centrifuged to yield a dark brown precipitate. The
dark brown precipitate must be repetitively washed to bring down the pH to neutral,
before being dried at room temperature. The resulting MnO2 powder would then
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be mixed for a day with activated carbon and PVA binder in a 3 mL THF solution
with a mass ratio of 80:15:5 between MnO2 , activated carbon, and the PVA binder
respectively. A slurry will be formed in which the final electrodes can be fabricated
by simply painting the slurry on top of a porous carbon substrate (OptiveilTM , 17
m2 /g), washed with DI water, and dried at room temperature.
The pseudocapacitor is assembled by having the electrodes sandwiched inside a
Teflon holder with a cellulose filtration paper acting as the separator. Tantalum foils
were used as current collectors. Both constant current charge/discharge data measured at various current densities as well as electrochemical impedance data ranging
from 10−3 Hz to 105 Hz were measured using Reference 600 Gamry Potentiostat/Galvanostat.

5.3

Results and Discussion
Table 5.1: Set parameters for MnO2 .
Parameters
L (µm)
a (cm2 /cm3 )
σ (S/cm)
κ (mS/cm)
Icell (A/g)

MnO2
176
1.02 · 105
0.05
10.4
0.1

Set parameters for the manganese oxide capacitor can be found in Table 5.1. The
specific interfacial area was calculated by assuming that most of the surface area is
determined by the carbon substrate (17 m2 /g) and the activated carbon’s density.
Electrolyte conductivity and electrode conductivity are both literature values [110].
Electrode thickness was estimated directly from scanning electron microscopy (SEM),
as shown in Figure 5.2. Also in Figure 5.2, the successful fabrication of a high-surface
area MnO2 electrode can be found with arrangements of manganese oxide/activated
carbon particles of a few nanometers in radius can be found deposited on top of the
fibrous carbon substrate. The complexity of the porous electrode interface brings
in the larger importance of using anomalous diffusion to model the variance of such
complicated surface.
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Figure 5.2: SEM images of (Top) cross section of the pseudocapacitor and
(Bottom) surface interface of the MnO2 electrode. The imtool from MATLAB was used to estimate the electrode thickness from the top image.
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Figure 5.3 shows the impedance fitting for the MnO2 capacitor. There’s a total of
0
, A0aW , Cφ0 , RL , Df , and Rext ) used to characterize the impedance
7 parameters (Cdl , Rct

spectra. Table 5.2 provides the resulting fitted parameters. It becomes clear that not
only fitting yielded minimal error, it was also able to parametrize all microscopic

Figure 5.3: Nyquist plot as well as imaginary and real capacitance bode plots
of the MnO2 pseudocapacitor.
Table 5.2: Fitted parameters for the MnO2 capacitor.
Parameters
Cφ0 (µF/cm2 )
Cdl (µF/cm2 )
A0aW (kΩ cm2 s−0.41 )
0
Rct
(kΩ cm2 )
RL (MΩ cm2 )
Df
Rext (Ω cm2 )

MnO2 Pseudocapacitor
136.5 ± 0.6
0.0031 ± 0.0005
32.6 ± 0.5
9.6 ± 0.6
17.5 ± 0.5
1.82 ± 0.01
20.7 ± 0.6
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parameters within the expected realistic range. For instance, comparing the pseudocapacitance Cφ = 136.5 ± 0.6 µF/cm2 with the double layer capacitance Cdl = 0.0031
± 0.0005 µF/cm2 confirm that the material is indeed pseudocapacitive. Interestingly,
the fractal dimension reveals a value of Df = 1.82 ± 0.01, which is slightly lower than
normal diffusion, Df = 2.
Figure 5.4 shows the discharge simulation performed in comparison to the experimental data. Here, a large deviation (20%) occur in the calculated device capacitance. This particular effect can be attributed to non-linear effects that occur in the
electrochemical reaction when performing discharge experiments at appreciable high
voltages. By qualitatively analyzing the graph, the slope of both experimental and
simulation data (differential capacitance) near the end of discharge time is similar
while IR or Ohmic drop is vastly different. This suggests a combination of the charge
transfer resistance or diffusive impedance is the cause of the deviation from linearity. Therefore, it is highly likely that FDAM can have more accurate prediction by
performing regression on an impedance data done at a specific bias voltage.

Figure 5.4: Comparison of discharge simulation of MnO2 and its experimental data. Deviation was found due to non-linear effects in the charge transfer
resistance, resulting in the underesimation of IR drop.
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Figure 5.5: Parametric studies on the pseudocapacitance Cφ .
While deviation occurred from the prediction of FDAM, parametric studies will
still be helpful in elucidating some of the key parameters that influence the pseudocapacitor. Figure 5.5 shows parametric study done on pseudocapacitance Cφ0 . Because
the material is mostly pseudocapacitive, it completely dominated the changes in lowfrequency, as observed in imaginary and real capacitance Bode plots. The characteristic frequency shifts to even lower frequency and its relaxation peak’s magnitude
is larger; all of which is an indication of higher energy storage capability and longer
discharge time. This effect can be directly observed in the discharge simulations.
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Figure 5.6: Parametric studies on the charge transfer resistance Rct .
Another parametric study is the charge transfer resistance Rct , shown in Figure
5.6. Here the previous argument from discharge simulations can be clearly seen,
where an increase in charge transfer resistance completely increases the IR drop, as
seen from the discharge simulation. The effect on impedance spectra is also clear,
where the high-frequency semicircle arc becomes larger with increasing charge transfer
resistance. Lastly, because an increase of IR drop will change the time it takes
to discharge the device, the characteristic frequency in the Bode plots also change,
shifting it to lower frequency.
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Figure 5.7: Parametric studies on the Faradaic leakage resistance RL .
The parametric studies of the side-reaction or Faradaic leakage resistance RL may
be found in Figure 5.7. The Faradaic leakage is known as a self-discharge mechanism
that causes the capacitor to lose its stored energy. In the context. The fact that the
side-reaction is only observed after a long time can be found in the Bode plots, where
the tail corresponds to the effect of the side reaction. At smaller Faradaic leakage
resistances, the tail is more clearly seen and shifts to higher frequencies. Its effect in
impedance spectra is difficult to be found, although the small shifts cause significant
changes in the discharge simulation, where leakage increases the discharge time and
effectively lower the power density of the capacitor.
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Figure 5.8: Parametric studies on the fractal dimension Df .
The last parametric study is on the fractal dimension Df , shown in Figure 5.8.
To perform the simulation on the fractal dimension one thing to keep in mind is that
the anomalous Warburg coefficient is also a function of fractal dimension. Thus, it is
assumed that the constant K = 1, Rea = 1, and diffusion coefficient D = 2 · 10−5 cm2 .
Since the increase of fractal dimension is understood as an increase in roughness of
the electrode or equivalently, electrochemically accessible surface area, it makes sense
that the parametric study showcases an increase in energy density. Another important
note is that the phase angle in the diffusion region increases with increasing fractal
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dimension towards a more capacitive behavior. This result is consistent with other
literature, where semi-infinite and finite-length Warburg impedances are considered
individually.

5.4

Summary

Frequency-Domain Admittance Method (FDAM) is applied as a tool to interpret and
predict electrochemical data of pseudocapacitors in both time-domain and frequency
domain. The method was tested on a single case study of a MnO2 pseudocapacitor. The microscopic description of pseudocapacitance was developed with emphasis
regarding the determination of the right reaction model system and phenomenological coupling. While impedance fit was successful and tells quantitative information
regarding the pseudocapacitor’s microscopic parameters, discharge curve shows deviation which is most likely caused by non-linear effects from the charge transfer
resistance. Parametric studies on various key model parameters (Cφ , Rct , RL , and
Df ) and their influence on the discharge performance and impedance spectra have
been also been made.

Chapter

6

Conclusions & Future Directions
This work describes a first-principles electrochemical modeling method named Frequency-Domain Admittance Method (FDAM) that allow both the interpretation of
impedance spectroscopy data and prediction of device performance through simulation of discharge curves and calculation of device capacitance, specific energy, and
power. Three components of the method were described and developed. They are (1)
porous electrode model, (2) numerical methods, and (3) microscopic models in the
form of interfacial admittances. The application towards electric double-layer capacitors (EDLCs) illustrates the method’s practical benefits as an analysis and predictor
tool. In a benchmark study on YP50 and ACS carbon devices, discharge curves were
accurately obtained and parameters in related to the microscopic level help elucidate
what particular phenomena were responsible for the shape of these discharge curves.
FDAM was also capable of assigning electrolyte decomposition as the key cause towards the cyclic degradation of an EDLC. Furthermore, the combination of FDAM
and an impedance data at a specific bias voltage allows it to accurately predict discharge curve of a commercial EDLC module. The influence of various key model
parameters in FDAM (Cdl , L, and κ) on the discharge performance of the capacitors
as well as their impedance spectra have also been explained.
In the case of pseudocapacitors, a simple yet sophisticated model for interfacial
admittance was developed in order to fit their impedance data properly. This was
done by combining anomalous diffusion and a reaction model involving a pseudoca-
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pacitive reaction with a side reaction. Phenomenological coupling is the key to the
model development and the chosen reaction model system was argued to be the most
appropriate by comparing it with a slightly modified but highly coupled version of
the reaction system. While impedance fitting was shown to be successful, FDAM
shows that non-linearity due to the presence of fast electrochemical reactions cause
large deviation or error in the discharge simulation. Regardless of this deviation,
parametric studies were still helpful in demonstrating the effects of various key model
parameters (Cφ , Rct , RL , and Df ) and how they influence impedance spectra and
discharge curves.
FDAM still requires developments which include testing it to more case studies as
well as moving towards new electrochemical capacitors. Two key challenges can now
be identified. The first is to address voltage-dependent parameters. It is well known
that many microscopic parameters of an impedance model can vary as a function of
bias voltage. These changes will reflect the behavior observed in charge/discharge
simulations. Therefore, it is crucial to modify the algorithm such that these effects
can be incorporated, given that the data is available. Such modification is also hoped
to be able to correct the discharge simulation of the pseudocapacitor tested in this
work. The second challenge is to model hybrid Li-ion capacitors. These capacitors
are unique because one electrode is an intercalating battery electrode while another
electrode is essentially an EDLC electrode. Different mass transfer stages, as well
as the existence of solid electrolyte interphase (SEI), will complicate the derivation
of interfacial admittance for these capacitors. Therefore, it is crucial to survey the
appropriate transport and electrochemical equations that are suitable FDAM’s purpose.

Appendix

A

Python Program for FDAM
The following is the attached FDAM program written in Python.
1

## FDAM METHOD FOR EDLCs

2

#MIT License

3

#Copyright (c) 2017 Muhammmad Risyad Hasyim

4

#Contact: mrh5506@psu.edu OR muhammadrisyadh@gmail.com

5
6
7

## SETTING PACKAGES AND PLOT FORMATTING

8

from lmfit import ∗

9

from numpy import ∗

10

from matplotlib.pyplot import ∗

11

from scipy. special import ∗

12

from scipy.optimize import ∗

13

from mpl toolkits. axes grid . inset locator import inset axes

14

rcParams[”font.family”] = ”sans serif ”

15

rcParams[”font.sans serif ”]=”Helvetica”

16

rcParams[”font.size”]=”13.5”

17
18

## LOAD DATA FILES

19

#Sample data is YP50 carbon made in our lab. Change it according to which data

20

#you have on file

21

data = loadtxt(’EIS YP50.txt’) #Insert impedance data here

22

datachrono = loadtxt(’Discharge YP50.txt’) #Insert discharge data here,if available

23

Zdata = data[:,1]+data[:,2]∗1 j

24

fdata = data [:,0]

25

f = fdata

26
27

##

28

# The model used is the EDLC model from my thesis. It assumes the following

DEFINING IMPEDANCE MODEL

29

# phenomena to be present:
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30

# (1) Diffuse layer ; (2) Side reaction ; (3) Uniform conc. in porous electrode

31

#There’s a frequency version and Laplacedomain version for each component.

32

#Frequency version will have ’om’ in it and used for regression analysis

33

#The Laplace domain version is used for chronopotentiometry simulation

34
35

#For more details regarding model derivation, refer to the following thesis

36

#Hasyim, M.R. (May,2017) ”Mathematical Modeling of Electrochemical Capacitors” (B.S. Honors Thesis)

37

#Available through Penn State eHT https://honors.libraries.psu.edu/

38
39

om = lambda f: 2∗pi∗f

40
41

#Defining diffuse layer impedance

42

def ZD(om,f,tauD,G0):

43

val = G0/((1+1j∗om(f)∗tauD)∗∗0.5)

44

return val

45

def ZDs(s):

46

val = G0/((1+s∗tauD)∗∗0.5)

47

return val

48
49

#Defining function v in the porous electrode model

50

#This also contains the interfacial admittance Yn in it.

51

def v(om,f,Cdl,G0,tauD,RL,K):

52

Zs = 1/(Cdl∗(om(f)∗1j)+1/RL) #Stern layer impedance

53

Yn = 1/(Zs+ZD(om,f,tauD,G0))

54
55

return (a∗Yn∗L∗∗2∗(1/sig+1/K))∗∗0.5
def vs(s) :

56

Zs = 1/(Cdl∗(s)+1/RL) #Stern layer impedance

57

Yn = 1/(Zs+ZDs(s)) #Interfacial admittance function

58

return (a∗Yn∗L∗∗2∗(1/sig+1/K))∗∗0.5

59
60

#Defining the impedance of EDLC

61

def Zpsi(om,f,Cdl,G0,tauD,Rc,Rext,RL,Cc,K):

62

Zp = L∗(1+(2+(sig/K+K/sig)∗cosh(v(om,f,Cdl,G0,tauD,RL,K)))/(v(om,f,Cdl,G0,tauD,RL,K)∗sinh(v(om,f,Cdl,

63

Zesr = Rext+1/(1/Rc+Cc∗(1j∗om(f))) #collective device impedance

G0,tauD,RL,K))))/(K+sig) #porous electrode impedance
64
65

return 2∗Zp+Zesr
def Zpsis(s) :

66

Zp = L∗(1+(2+(sig/K+K/sig)∗cosh(vs(s)))/(vs(s)∗sinh(vs(s))))/(K+sig) #porous electrode impedance

67

Zesr = Rext+1/(1/Rc+Cc∗(s)) #collective device impedance

68

return 2∗Zp+Zesr

69
70

#Defining capacitance formula for model

71

def Cpsi(om,f,Cdl,G0,tauD,Rc,Rext,RL,Cc,K):

72

return 1/(1j∗om(f)∗Zpsi(om,f,Cdl,G0,tauD,Rc,Rext,RL,Cc,K))

73
74

#Defining capacitance formula for data

75

def cdata(om,f,Zdata):

76

return 1/(1j∗om(f)∗Zdata)

77
78

#Defining the function inputted to the Gaver Stehfest method
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79
80

def F(s):
return (2∗V0+Iapp∗Zpsis(s))/s

81
82
83

## LMFIT FITTING PROCEDURE

84
85

#Flattening function. Since we have real and imaginary part, the data needs

86

#to be ’flattened ’. No need to modify this

87

def realimag(array):

88

return np.array ([( x. real , x.imag) for x in array ]) . flatten ()

89
90

#Objective function to be minimized

91

def fcn2min(params, f, z, realimag, om, Zdata):

92

# Defining Parameters #

93

# See line 148 for definition of each parameter

94

tauD = params[’tauD’].value

95

G0 = params[’G0’].value

96

Rext = params[’Rext’].value

97

Cdl = params[’Cdl’].value

98

Rc = params[’Rc’].value

99

RL = params[’RL’].value

100

Cc = params[’Cc’].value

101

K = params[’K’].value

102

model = Zpsi(om,f,Cdl,G0,tauD,Rc,Rext,RL,Cc,K)

103

return realimag(model Zdata)

104
105
106

## GAVER STEHFEST METHOD

107
108

# Based on ”Approximate Inversion of the Laplace Transform” by Cheng and Sidauruk,

109

# in the Mathematica Journal, vol 4, issue 2, 1994

110

import scipy.misc

111

import numpy as np

112

fact = scipy.misc. factorial

113
114

#Defining the coefficient in the approximate series solution

115

def cn(n, i ) :

116

acc = 0.0

117

for k in xrange(int(np. floor (( i+1)/2.0)), int (min(i, n/2.0))+1):

118

num = k∗∗(n/2.0)∗fact(2∗k)

119

den = fact(i k)∗fact(k 1) ∗fact(k)∗fact(2∗k i )∗fact(n /2.0 k)

120

acc += (num /den)

121

expo = i+n/2.0

122

term = np.power(1+0.0j,expo)

123

res = term∗acc

124

return res . real

125
126

#Defining the main function for inverse Laplace transform

127

def GaverSteh(t,F,n):

128

term = 0.0
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129
130
131

for i in xrange(1, n+1):
term += (cn(n,i) ∗ F(i∗np.log(2)/t))
return term∗np.log(2)/t

132
133
134

# DEFINING PARAMETERS of FDAM

135

#This is arguably the most important section of the FDAM code. It is within this

136

#section that the we start playing with the initial guesses for the fitting

137

#The defined parameters are divided into (1) set and (2) fit parameters

138

#Distinctions are not necessarily set to stone. Feel free to change things a bit

139

#For EDLC model, the electrolyte/electrode conductivity can be used as fit param.

140
141

# SET PARAMETERS

142

sig=8 #conductivity of matrix (S/cm)

143

L=0.0142 #length of single electrode (cm)

144

a=1500∗10∗∗4∗0.8 #specific interfacial area (cmˆ2/cmˆ3)

145

V0=1.25 #voltage of half cell (V)

146

Iapp=0.001816 #constant current being applied (A)

147

A=1 #EDLC sample’s area (cmˆ2)

148

Vend=0 #voltage in which charge/discharge ends. Important for later calculation

149

Iappmass=0.1 #current applied in A/g. Important for later calculation

150
151

# FITTING PARAMETERS

152

params = Parameters()

153

params.add(’tauD’,5.76008316,True,0,None,None) #diffuse layer time constant, (s)

154

params.add(’G0’,8.1768e+05,True,0,None,None) #diffuse layer coefficient, (ohm cmˆ2)

155

params.add(’Rext’,3.21953571,True,0,None,None) #external resistance, (ohm cmˆ2)

156

params.add(’Cdl’,4.2315e 06, True,0,None,None) #double layer capacitance(F/cmˆ2)

157

params.add(’Cc’,3.4339e 06, True,0,None,None) #Interfacial contact capacitance(F/cmˆ2)

158

params.add(’Rc’,20.3168913,True,0,None,None) #Interfacial contact resistance(ohm cmˆ2)

159

params.add(’RL’,inf,False ,0, None,None) #Faradaic leakage resistance (ohm cmˆ2)

160

params.add(’K’,12.26e 3, False ,0, None,None) #electrolyte conductivity, (S/cm)

161
162

# PERFORM MINIMIZATION

163

#By default, Nelder Mead is used first and then LevenbergMarquardt

164

#You can change this sequence and repeat it as much as you like

165

#If fitting does not work, most likely you have the wrong model or

166

#∗very∗ bad initial guesses

167
168

mini = Minimizer(fcn2min, params,fcn args=(f, Zpsi, realimag, om, Zdata))

169

out1 = mini.minimize(method=’Nelder’)

170

out1 = mini.minimize(method=’leastsq’,params=out1.params)

171
172

#Report the parameters with the error estimates

173

print( fit report (out1))

174
175

#Take parameters obtained from fitting

176

Rext = out1.params[’Rext’].value

177

Cdl = out1.params[’Cdl’].value

178

G0 = out1.params[’G0’].value
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179

tauD = out1.params[’tauD’].value

180

Rc = out1.params[’Rc’].value

181

RL = out1.params[’RL’].value

182

Cc = out1.params[’Cc’].value

183

K = out1.params[’K’].value

184
185
186

## START CHARGE/DISCHARGE SIMULATION

187

#Using Gaver Stehfest method, simulation is performed and stopped until

188

#charge or discharge is achieved

189
190

#The time it takes to charge/discharge is solved directly

191

tend=newton krylov(lambda t:GaverSteh(t,F,6)Vend,100)

192

t=linspace(0.001,tend,num=1000) #defining time in which simulation occur

193

Vsim=GaverSteh(t,F,6) #start simulation

194
195
196

Csim=Iappmass∗tend/(2∗V0) #Simulated device capacitance (F/g)

197

Esim=0.5∗Csim∗(2∗V0)∗∗2∗0.277778 #Simulated specific energy (Wh/kg)

198

Psim=Csim∗(2∗V0)∗∗2/8 #Simulated specific power (kW/kg)

199
200

Creal=Iappmass∗datachrono[1,0]/(2∗V0) #Experimental device capacitance (F/g)

201

Ereal=0.5∗Creal∗(2∗V0)∗∗2∗0.277778 #Experimental specific energy (Wh/kg)

202

Preal=Creal∗(2∗V0)∗∗2/8 #Experimental specific power (kW/kg)

203
204
205

## DATA OUTPUT

206

#It is currently set to save data in csv form. The data outputted are the following

207

# (1) Frequency, Impedance, Capacitance

208

# (2) Discharge simulation curve

209

# (3) Calculated capacitance, energy, and power

210

# In addition, the fitting report is outputted in text file

211
212

freq = 10∗∗linspace (5,3, num=150) #defining frequency region

213

Z = Zpsi(om,freq,Cdl,G0,tauD,Rc,Rext,RL,Cc,K) #calculating fitted impedance

214

cap = Cpsi(om,freq,Cdl,G0,tauD,Rc,Rext,RL,Cc,K) #calcualting fitted capacitance

215

capdata = cdata(om,fdata,Zdata) #calculating the data’s capacitance

216
217

# (1) Frequency, Impedance, Capacitance

218

all data =column stack((freq,Z.real,Z.imag,cap.real ,cap.imag))

219

savetxt( ’FDAM FrequencyDomain.csv’,all data,delimiter=’,’,header=”f (Hz),Z’ (Ohm cmˆ2),Z’’ (Ohm cmˆ2),C’ (F
/cmˆ2),C’’ (F/cmˆ2)”)

220
221

# (2) Discharge simulation curve

222

all data =column stack((t,Vsim))

223

savetxt( ’FDAM TimeDomain.csv’,all data,delimiter=’,’,header=”t (s),V”)

224
225

# (3) Calculated capacitance, energy, and power

226

all data =column stack((Csim,Esim,Psim))
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227

savetxt( ’FDAM Calculation.csv’,all data,delimiter=’,’ ,header=”Capacitance (F/g), Energy (kW/kg), Power (Wh/
kg)”)

228
229

# Fitting report

230

savetxt( ’ Fitting Result . txt ’ , all data )

231

all data =fit report (out1)

232
233
234

txtfile = open(’Fitting Result.txt ’ , ’w’)
print >> txtfile , all data
txtfile . close ()

235
236
237

## PLOTTING

238

#Many of the formatting is pure personal choice. You may change however you wish

239

#I have found this configuration to be the best for quick assessment of fitting

240
241

fig = matplotlib.pyplot.gcf ()

242

fig . set size inches (12, 9,forward=True)

243
244

#Nyquist plot

245

ax = fig .add subplot(121)

246

plot(Zdata.real ,Zdata.imag, ’o’ , color=’g’,markersize=8)

247

plot(Z. real ,Z.imag,’ ’ , color=’b’,linewidth=3)

248

xlabel(r”$Zˆ\prime$ $(\mathrm{\Omega \; cmˆ2})$”,fontsize=17)

249

ylabel(r ’$Zˆ{\prime\prime}$ $(\mathrm{\Omega \; cmˆ2})$’,fontsize=17)

250

axis( ’equal’)

251

axis ([0, min(Zdata.imag)∗0.6,min(Zdata.imag),0])

252

legend([ ’Data’,’Fitted $Z {\psi}$ Model’],loc=4)

253

gca() . invert yaxis ()

254
255

# this is an inset axes over the main axes

256

inset axes = inset axes(ax,

257

width=”50%”, # width = 30% of parent bbox

258

height=”20%”, # height : 1 inch
loc=1)

259
260

plot(Z. real ,Z.imag,’ ’ ,linewidth=3)

261

scatter (Zdata.real ,Zdata.imag,s=70,c=’g’,marker=’o’)

262

axis( ’equal’)

263

axis ([ Rext,max(Z.real) ∗2/3,20,0])

264

gca() . invert yaxis ()

265
266

#C” bode plot

267

ax = fig .add subplot(222)

268

semilogx(fdata,capdata.imag, ’o’ , color=’g’,markersize=8)

269

semilogx(freq ,cap.imag,’ ’ ,linewidth=3)

270

axvline(x=f [1], linewidth=2,color=’r’)

271

xlabel(r”$f$ $(\mathrm{Hz})$”,fontsize=17)

272

ylabel(r ’$Cˆ{\prime\prime}$ $(\mathrm{F/cmˆ2})$’,fontsize=17)

273

ticklabel format ( style =’sci ’ , axis=’y’, scilimits =(0,0))

274

gca() . invert yaxis ()

275

legend([ ’Data’,’Fitted $Z {\psi}$ Model’],loc=0)
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276
277

#C’ bode plot

278

ax = fig .add subplot(224)

279

semilogx(fdata,capdata.real , ’o’ , color=’g’,markersize=8)

280

semilogx(freq ,cap. real , ’ ’ , color=’b’,linewidth=3)

281

axvline(x=f [1], linewidth=2,color=’r’)

282

xlabel(r”$f$ $(\mathrm{Hz})$”,fontsize=17)

283

ylabel(r”$Cˆ\prime$ $(\mathrm{F/cmˆ2})$”,fontsize=17)

284

ticklabel format ( style =’sci ’ , axis=’y’, scilimits =(0,0),useMathText=True)

285

legend([ ’Data’,’Fitted $Z {\psi}$ Model’],loc=0)

286
287

#Figure saving option is commented out. If you like my formatting, you can use it

288

#savefig(’FDAM FrequencyDomain.png’, format=’png’, dpi=300)

289
290

#Plotting discharge simulation result

291

figure (2)

292

plot(datachrono [:,0], datachrono [:,1], ’ r ’ ,linewidth=3)

293

plot(t ,Vsim,linewidth=3)

294

#savetxt(’timeYP50.csv’,t,delimiter=’ ’)

295

#savetxt(’fitYP50.csv’, fit , delimiter=’ ’)

296

ylabel( ’Voltage (V)’, fontsize =15)

297

xlabel( ’Time (s)’, fontsize =15)

298

axis ([0, tend,0,2∗V0])

299

h1= ”Discharge Data \n$C$ = %0.1f $\mathrm{F/g}$” % Creal

300

h2= ”FDAM Result \n$C$ = %0.1f $\mathrm{F/g}$” % Csim

301

legend([h1,h2 ], loc=0)

302

#Figure saving option is commented out. If you like my formatting, you can use it

303

#savefig(’FDAM TimeDomain.png’, format=’png’, dpi=300)

304

show()
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